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Using Docker: Developing and Deploying Software with ContainersO'Reilly, 2016

	
		Docker containers offer simpler, faster, and more robust methods for developing, distributing, and running software than previously available. With this hands-on guide, you’ll learn why containers are so important, what you’ll gain by adopting Docker, and how to make it part of your development...
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Hands-On Microservices with Rust: Build, test, and deploy scalable and reactive microservices with Rust 2018Packt Publishing, 2019

	
		A comprehensive guide in developing and deploying high performance microservices with Rust

	
		Key Features

		
			Start your microservices journey and get a broader perspective on microservices development using RUST 2018,
	
			Build, deploy, and test microservices using AWS
	...
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Agile Java Crafting Code with Test-Driven DevelopmentPrentice Hall, 2005
Master Java 5.0 and TDD Together: Build More Robust, Professional Software

Master Java 5.0, object-oriented design, and Test-Driven Development (TDD) by learning them together. Agile Java weaves all three into a single coherent approach to building professional, robust...
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How to Do Everything with Mac OS X PantherMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Experience the excitement of Apple’s revolutionary new release with help from this hands-on guide. Use the Finder to easily navigate files, folders, and applications and customize its display to meet your needs. Set up dozens of accounts and change users without logging out using the fast user switching feature. Access any open window or...
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Mastering PerlO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Take the next step toward Perl mastery with advanced concepts that make coding easier, maintenance simpler, and execution faster. Mastering Perl isn't a collection of clever tricks, but a way of thinking about Perl programming for solving debugging, configuration, and many other real-world problems you’ll encounter...
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Spring 2.5 Aspect Oriented ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2009
Developing powerful web applications with clean, manageable code makes the maintenance process much easier. Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) is the easiest and quickest way to achieve such results. Spring is the only Java framework to offer AOP features. The combined power of Spring and AOP gives a powerful and flexible platform to develop and...
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Beginning LEGO MINDSTORMS EV3: (B&W)Apress, 2014

	Beginning LEGO MINDSTORMS EV3 shows you how to create new fun and fantastic creations with the new EV3 programmable brick along with other new EV3 pieces and features. You'll learn the language of the EV3 brick, and then go on to create a variety of programmable vehicles using MINDSTORMS and Technic parts. You'll then move...
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EJB CookbookManning Publications, 2003
All but two recipes in this book are based on the EJB 2.0 specification. The recipes on creating EJB web service endpoints and the EJB timer service are based on the EJB 2.1 specification. In a few chapters, the book covers other technologies or frameworks where appropriate. In fact, this book makes use of XDoclet, log4j, Ant, and Cactus. For...
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Professional Java for Web ApplicationsWrox Press, 2014

	The comprehensive Wrox guide for creating Java web applications for the enterprise


	This guide shows Java software developers and software engineers how to build complex web applications in an enterprise environment. You'll begin with an introduction to the Java Enterprise Edition and the basic web application, then set...
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Foundations of Jini 2 ProgrammingApress, 2006
To understand Jini, imagine that you could move to a new office across the world or check into any hotel--and could simply plug your notebook or Palm directly into the local network. Your device would immediately be recognized, and you would have access to the services at that location--transparently. Jini is Sun's Java-based technology, with...
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Pro XAML with C#: Application Development Strategies (covers WPF, Windows 8.1, and Windows Phone 8.1)Apress, 2015

	Pro XAML with C#: Application Development Strategies is your guide to real-world development practices on Microsoft’s XAML-based platforms, with examples in  WPF, Windows 8.1, and Windows Phone 8.1. Learn how to properly plan and architect an application on one or more of these platforms for a robust, scalable solution.
...
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BizTalk 2013 EDI for Health Care: HIPAA-Compliant 834 (Enrollment) and 837 (Claims) SolutionsApress, 2013

	BizTalk 2013 EDI for Healthcare – EDI 834Enrollment Solutions eliminates the complexity anddemonstrates how to build both inbound and outbound EDI 834 processes inBizTalk server that follow the required patterns for integrations with theseexchanges. Archiving, mapping,reconstituting EDI 837 data, exception...
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